5.0 SOILS, GEOLOGY, AND SEISMICITY
This chapter summarizes existing geologic conditions in the project area, describes applicable regulations, and
evaluates project-related impacts associated with on-site geology, soils, seismic hazards, and slope stability.
Mitigation measures are recommended as necessary to reduce significant geologic impacts. As described in
Chapter 1.0, “Introduction,” the proposed project would not result in the loss of any known mineral resources, nor
would it impede or interfere with mineral extraction operations, and the project area is not delineated as a locally
important recovery site. Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would have no effect on mineral
resources, and this topic will not be discussed further in this EIR.

5.1
5.1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
PHYSIOGRAPHIC SETTING

The project area is located along the western slope of the Sierra Nevada Geomorphic Province. The Sierra Nevada
Geomorphic Province is a tilted fault block nearly 400 miles long. Its east face is a high, rugged multiple scarp, in
contrast with the gentle western slope, which disappears under sediments of the Great Valley. Deep river canyons
are cut into the western slope. Their upper courses, especially in massive granites of the higher Sierra Nevada, are
modified by glacial sculpturing, forming such scenic features as the Yosemite Valley. The high crest culminates
in Mount Whitney, with an elevation of 14,495 feet above sea level near the eastern scarp. The metamorphic
bedrock contains gold-bearing veins in the northwest trending Mother Lode. The northern Sierra Nevada
boundary is marked where bedrock disappears under the Cenozoic volcanic cover of the Cascade Range
(California Geological Survey 2002).
The western slope of the Sierra Nevada is underlain by a series of metamorphic rock assemblages that trend northnorthwest to south-southeast between the Mesozoic granitics of the Sierra Nevada batholith on the east and the
sediment-filled Sacramento Valley to the west. These metamorphic rocks were developed by convergent plate
tectonics between the early Paleozoic era and the Late Jurassic period (400–120 million years ago) and consist of
three northerly trending units bounded by faults and classified on the basis of age and lithology: the Eastern,
Central, and Western metamorphic terranes.

5.1.2

LOCAL GEOLOGY

The proposed project is located along an approximate 3.5-mile extent of Coon Creek and found on the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) Gold Hill 7.5-minute quadrangle. The project area is located less than 3 miles
northwest of the City of Auburn and approximately 6 miles southeast of Camp Far West Reservoir. The project
area ranges from less than 400 feet above sea level in the western portion (along Coon Creek) to more than 1,200
feet above sea level at the eastern project boundary. Gradients in the project area are highest in the eastern
portions along Coon Creek, Whiskey Diggins Canal, and Deadman Creek and lowest in the western portions
(Exhibit 5-1). Gradients of the canyon straddling Coon Creek reach 50% at specific segments. However, the
majority of gradients on the project area do not exceed 20%.

5.1.3

RECREATIONAL GEOLOGIC FEATURES

Recreational geologic resources typically include volcanoes, surface hydrothermal features, or surface expressions
of geologic features unique enough to generate recreational interest in the general public (e.g., natural bridges,
caves, features associated with glaciation, and geomorphic features such as waterfalls, cliffs, canyons, and
badlands). Based on a review of the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey for the project
area, the southeastern-most portion of the project area contains rock outcroppings. These rock outcroppings could
be considered a recreational geologic resource for the project area.
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5.1.4

SOIL RESOURCES

Maps provided by NRCS were reviewed to identify the distribution of soil types in the project area. Exhibit 5-2
provides a detailed map of the surficial soils in the project area. The physical and chemical characteristics of each
soil type identified in the project area are presented below.
114 Auburn silt loam, 2–15% slopes—This soil is shallow and undulating to rolling. It is well drained and
underlain by vertically tilted metamorphic rock. The soil forms in residuum on foothills. Typically, the surface
layer is strong brown silt loam about 4 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil. The erosion hazard for
this soil is slight to moderate. This soil is used mainly for irrigated pasture and rangeland because of its
shallowness. Septic tank absorption fields may not function properly because the depth to rock is generally less
than 28 inches.
115 Auburn-argonaut complex, 2–15% slopes—These soils are undulating to rolling and located on broad
slopes, in swales, and on concave foot slopes of metamorphic rock foothills. The Auburn soil is shallow and well
drained and forms in residuum from vertically tilted basic schist and slate. This soil’s surface layer is typically
strong brown silt loam about 4 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil with basic schist at a depth of 20
inches. The soil erosion hazard for Auburn soil is slight to moderate. The Argonaut soil is moderately deep and
well drained and forms in residuum from metabasic rock. Typically, this soil’s surface layer is strong brown loam
and yellowish-red silt loam about 9 inches thick over yellowish-red clay loam with weathered basic schist at a
depth of 25 inches. The soil erosion hazard for Argonaut soil is slight to moderate. Most of these soils are used for
annual grassland and some irrigated pasture.
117 Auburn–rock outcrop, 2–30% slopes—These soils are undulating to hilly and rock outcrops are found on
rocky side slopes of metamorphic rock hills. Typically, the Auburn soil surface layer is strong brown silt loam
about 4 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil with weather basic schist at a depth of 20 inches. Auburn
soil is well drained and forms in residuum from vertically tilted metabasic bedrock. The erosion hazard for
Auburn soil is slight to high. Rock outcrops consist of hard metamorphic rock that can reach 1–2 feet in height
and cover up to 100 square feet. Surface runoff for rock outcrops is very rapid and there is no erosion hazard.
Most of this soil is used for annual rangeland.
118 Auburn–Sobrante silt loams, 15–30% slopes—These hilly soils form on metamorphic rock foothills. The
Auburn soil is shallow and well drained and forms in residuum from vertically tilted metabasic outcrop.
Typically, the Auburn surface layer is strong brown silt loam about 4 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam
subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 20 inches. The erosion hazard for Auburn soil is moderate to
high. The Sobrante soil is moderately deep and well drained and forms in residuum from metabasic rock.
Typically, the Sobrante soil surface layer is yellowish-red silt loam about 7 inches thick over yellowish-red silt
and heavy loam subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 33 inches. The erosion hazard for Sobrante soil
is slight to high. This soil is used mostly for deciduous orchards and irrigated pasture.
119 Auburn–Sobrante–rock outcrop complex, 2–30% slopes—These undulating to hilly soils form on rock
side slopes of metamorphic rock foothills. The Auburn soil is shallow and well drained and forms in residuum
from vertically tilted metabasic bedrock. Typically, the Auburn soil surface layer is strong brown silt loam about
4 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 20 inches. The
erosion hazard for Auburn soil is slight to high. The Sobrante soil is moderately deep and well drained and forms
in residuum from metabasic rock. Typically, the Sobrante soil surface layer is yellowish-red silt loam about 7
inches thick over yellowish-red silt and heavy loam subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 33 inches.
The erosion hazard for Sobrante soil is slight to high. Rock outcrop consists of hard metamorphic rock that can
reach 1 to 2 feet in height and cover up to 500 square feet. Surface runoff for rock outcrop is very rapid and there
is no erosion hazard. These soils are mostly used for deciduous orchards and irrigated pasture.
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120 Auburn–Sobrante–rock outcrop complex, 30–50% slopes—These steep soils form on rocky canyon sides
of metamorphic rock foothills. The Auburn soil is shallow and well drained and forms in residuum from vertically
tilted metabasic bedrock. Typically, the Auburn soil surface layer is strong brown silt loam about 4 inches thick
over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 20 inches. The erosion hazard for
Auburn is slight to high. The Sobrante soil is moderately deep and well drained and forms in residuum from
metabasic rock. Typically, the Sobrante soil surface layer is yellowish red silt loam about 7 inches thick over
yellowish-red silt and heavy loam subsoil with weathered basic schist at a depth of 33 inches. The erosion hazard
for Sobrante is slight to high. Rock outcrops consist of hard metamorphic rock that can reach 1–2 feet in height
and cover up to 500 square feet. Surface runoff for rock outcrop is very rapid and there is no erosion hazard.
These soils are mostly used for annual rangeland and watershed.
125 Boomer–rock outcrop, 30–50% slopes—This steep soil and rock outcrop are found on rocky side slopes of
mountainous uplands. Typically, the Boomer soil surface layer is brown and yellowish-red gravelly loam about 10
inches thick over reddish-yellow gravelly clay loam subsoil with weather basic schist at a depth of 58 inches.
Boomer soil is well drained and deep over weathered metabasic rock and forms in the residuum from amphibolite
schist or meta-andesite. The erosion hazard for Boomer soil is high. Rock outcrops consist of areas of scattered
hard metamorphic rock that can reach 2–5 feet in height and cover up to 500 square feet. Surface runoff for rock
outcrops is very rapid and there is no erosion hazard. Most of this soil is used for wood crops.
191 Sobrante silt loam, 2–15% slopes—This soil is moderately deep, undulating to rolling, and well drained. It
is underlain by weathered metabasic rock and forms in residuum on foothills. Typically, the surface layer is
yellowish-red silt loam about 7 inches thick over yellowish-red silt loam subsoil with highly weathered basic
schist at a depth of 33 inches. The erosion hazard for this soil is slight to moderate. This soil is used mostly for
deciduous orchards and irrigated pasture.

SHRINK-SWELL POTENTIAL
Shrink-swell potential is the amount of volume change related to a loss or gain in soil moisture; soils swell when
wet and shrink when dry. If the shrink-swell potential is rated moderate to high, volume changes can eventually
result in damage to subsurface structures if they are not designed and constructed appropriately to resist the
changing soil conditions. Soils with high clay content tend to be most affected by shrink and swell. The potential
for soil to undergo shrink and swell is greatly enhanced by the presence of a fluctuating, shallow groundwater
table. Volume changes of expansive soils can result in the consolidation of soft clays after the water table drops or
fill is placed. The soils in the project area have a low to moderate shrink-swell potential and are therefore not
considered very expansive.

NATURALLY OCCURRING ASBESTOS
Asbestiform minerals occur naturally in rock and soil as the result of natural geologic processes, often in veins
near earthquake faults in the Coast Range and the foothills of the Sierra Nevada. Naturally occurring asbestos can
take the form of long, thin, separable fibers. Natural weathering or human disturbance can break naturally
occurring asbestos down to microscopic fibers that are easily suspended in air.
There is no health threat if asbestos fibers in soil remain undisturbed and do not become airborne. When inhaled,
however, these thin fibers irritate tissues and resist the body’s natural defenses. Asbestos, a known carcinogen,
causes cancers of the lung and the lining of internal organs, as well as asbestosis and other diseases that inhibit
lung function.
The California Geological Survey of the California Department of Conservation (DOC) completed a special
report in 2006 that studies the likelihood for the presence of naturally occurring asbestos in Placer County.
According to this special report, the project area is located in an area moderately likely to contain naturally
occurring asbestos (DOC 2006).
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The potential presence of and hazards posed by naturally occurring asbestos are discussed in greater detail in
Section 9.1.3, “Existing Air Quality—Toxic Air Contaminants,” in Chapter 9.0, “Air Quality.”

5.1.5

REGIONAL SEISMICITY AND FAULT ZONES

The project area lies within the foothills fault system, which is a large fault system and the dominant structural
feature of the western Sierra Nevada. The steeply dipping to vertical component faults trend northwestward
through an area approximately 200 miles long and 30 miles wide. Faulted Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks of this
system are overlapped by unfaulted younger rocks. The total extent of the foothills fault system is not known but
is probably not limited to the western Sierra Nevada (GSW 2007). The Bear Mountain fault zone is a major
segment of the foothills fault system and is within 5 miles of the project area (PCWA 2007, USGS 2007).
The foothills of the Sierra Nevada are characterized by extremely low seismicity. Data compiled by the California
Geological Survey show that 10 earthquakes with a magnitude (M) 5.5 or greater on the Richter scale have been
recorded within 70 miles of the project area since 1855. The Richter scale is a logarithmic scale that expresses the
magnitude of an earthquake in terms of the amount of energy generated, with 1.5 indicating the smallest
earthquake that can be felt, 4.5 an earthquake causing slight damage, and 8.5 a very damaging earthquake. The
moment magnitude scale, which is a successor to the Richter scale, is also used by seismologist to compare the
energy released by earthquakes. Table 5-1 lists regional faults of relevance to the project area, and potential peak
site accelerations from hypothetical earthquakes.
Table 5-1
Regional Fault Activity

1

Faults Active in the Vicinity of the Project Area

Distance from Project Area (miles)

Probable Maximum Magnitude1

Bear Mountain

0–5

6.5

Dunnigan Hills

52

6.5

Mohawk Valley

70

6.5

A measure of earthquake size calculated on the basis of seismic moment called Moment Magnitude (Mw).

Sources: USGS 2007, Caltrans 1996

Potential seismic hazards resulting from a nearby moderate to major earthquake can generally be classified as
primary and secondary. The primary effect is fault ground rupture, also called surface faulting. Surface ground
rupture along faults is generally limited to a linear zone a few meters wide. Common secondary seismic hazards
include ground shaking, liquefaction, and subsidence. These hazards are discussed below.

SEISMIC GROUND SHAKING
The most important geologic hazard that could affect the project area is the risk to life and property from an
earthquake generated by active and potentially active faults in the foothills fault system.
Ground motions can be estimated by probabilistic method at specified hazard levels. The intensity of ground
shaking depends on the distance from the earthquake’s epicenter to the site, the magnitude of the earthquake, site
soil conditions, and the characteristics of the source. The Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment for the State of
California (Petersen et al. 1996), published by USGS and the California Division of Mines and Geology (now
known as the California Geological Survey), identifies the seismic hazard based on a review of these
characteristics and historical seismicity throughout California. The results of these studies suggest there is 10%
probability that the peak horizontal acceleration experienced in the project area would exceed 0.2g in 50 years.
Acceleration at 10% in 50 years ranges from about 0.1g to over 1g (DOC 2007).
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The DOC specifies more stringent design guidelines where a project would be located adjacent to a Class A or
Class B fault as indicated on the California probabilistic seismic hazard maps. Faults with an “A” classification
can produce large-magnitude events (M greater than 7.0), have a high rate of seismic activity (e.g., slip rates
greater than 5 millimeters per year), and have well-constrained paleoseismic data (e.g., evidence of displacement
within the last 700,000 years). Class B faults are those that lack paleoseismic data necessary to constrain the
recurrence intervals of large-scale events. Faults with a “B” classification can produce an event of magnitude 6.5
or greater. A review of the available data indicates that no Class A or B faults are located within 20 miles of the
project area (Cao et al. 2003).

GROUND FAILURE/LIQUEFACTION
Soil liquefaction occurs when ground shaking from an earthquake causes a sediment layer saturated with
groundwater to lose strength and take on the characteristics of a fluid, thereby becoming similar to quicksand.
Four types of ground failure or collapse of soil structures commonly result from liquefaction: lateral spread, flow
failure, ground oscillation, and loss of bearing strength. Age is also a factor in the potential of soils to liquefy;
Holocene deposits (those from approximately the last 11,000 years) are the most sensitive to liquefaction.
One consequence that may result from the occurrence of liquefaction is an associated surface expression. If a
seismic event occurs over an extended duration, the liquefied soils may migrate toward the surface, resulting in
ejection and subsequent sand boiling at the surface.
Liquefaction poses a hazard to engineered structures. Factors determining the liquefaction potential of a given site
are the level and duration of possible seismic ground motions, the type and consistency of soils, and the depth to
groundwater. Loose sands and peat deposits are susceptible to liquefaction. Liquefaction is particularly likely
where land has been reclaimed from inundated areas by filling with loose sand. Clayey silts, silty clays, and clays
deposited in freshwater environments are generally stable under the influence of seismic ground shaking.
Soils in the project area contain no sand or silt mineral soil particles; therefore, the project area is not considered
susceptible to liquefaction.

SUBSIDENCE AND LATERAL SPREADING
Subsidence of the land surface can be induced by both natural phenomena and human activity. Natural
phenomena include subsidence resulting from tectonic deformations and seismically induced settlements; soil
subsidence from consolidation, hydrocompaction, or rapid sedimentation; subsidence from oxidation or
dewatering of organic-rich soils; and subsidence related to subsurface cavities. Subsidence related to human
activity involves withdrawal of subsurface fluids or sediments. Pumping of water from subsurface water tables for
residential, commercial, and agricultural uses causes more than 80% of the identified subsidence in the United
States (Galloway, Jones, and Ingebritsen 1999).
Lateral spreading is the horizontal movement or spreading of soil toward an open face, such as a streambank, the
open side of fill embankments, or the sides of levees. The potential for failure from lateral spreading is highest in
areas where there is a high groundwater table, where there are relatively soft and recent alluvial deposits, and
where creek banks are relatively high.
The project area is underlain by consolidated metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks; therefore, the project area
is not considered susceptible to lateral spreading.

LANDSLIDING AND SLOPE STABILITY
As defined by the California Geological Survey, a landslide is the downslope movement of soil and rock material
under the influence of gravity. The formation of landslides under natural conditions depends on several factors:
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the type of materials, structural properties of the materials, steepness of slopes, water and rainfall, vegetation type,
proximity to areas undergoing active erosion, and earthquake-generated ground shaking.
The canyon sides of Coon Creek could be prone to sliding or slumping because gradients reach 50% in some
areas. In addition, two soil types in the project area—Auburn–Sobrante–rock outcrop complex and Boomer–rock
outcrop—have slopes between 30% and 50%.

TIDAL WAVES AND SEISMIC SEICHES
Earthquakes may affect open bodies of water in two ways: by creating seismic sea waves and by creating seiches.
Seismic sea waves (often called “tidal waves”) are caused by abrupt ground movements (usually vertical) on the
ocean floor in connection with a major earthquake. Because of the distance of the project area from the ocean
(i.e., greater than 100 miles), seismic sea waves would not be a factor. A seiche is a sloshing of water in an
enclosed or restricted water body such as a basin, river, or lake, caused by earthquake motion; the sloshing can
occur for a few minutes or several hours. In 1868, for example, an earthquake along the Hayward Fault in the San
Francisco Bay Area is known to have generated a seiche along the Sacramento River. However, a seiche would
not be a factor in the project area because Coon Creek is located a minimum of 400 feet above sea level and water
flowing through Coon Creek is swiftly moving, which would not allow a seiche to form. There are no other open
bodies of water in the project area.

5.2
5.2.1

REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL PLANS, POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND LAWS

FEDERAL EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS REDUCTION ACT
In October 1997, the U.S. Congress passed the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act to “reduce the risks to life and
property from future earthquakes in the United States through the establishment and maintenance of an effective
earthquake hazards and reduction program”. To accomplish this, the act established the National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP). This program was significantly amended in November 1990 by the
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program Act (NEHRPA), which refined the description of agency
responsibilities and program goals and objectives.
The NEHRP’s mission includes improved understanding, characterization, and prediction of hazards and
vulnerabilities; improved building codes and land use practices; risk reduction through postearthquake
investigations and education; development and improvement of design and construction techniques; improved
mitigation capacity; and accelerated application of research results. The NEHRPA designates the Federal
Emergency Management Agency as the lead agency of the program and assigns it several planning, coordinating,
and reporting responsibilities. Other NEHRPA agencies are the National Institute of Standards and Technology,
the National Science Foundation, and USGS.

5.2.2

STATE PLANS, POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND LAWS

CALIFORNIA BUILDING STANDARDS CODE
The State of California provides minimum standards for building design through the California Building Code
(CBC) (Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations). Where no other building codes apply, Chapter 29 of the
CBC regulates excavation, foundations, and retaining walls. The CBC also applies to building design and
construction in the state and is based on the federal Uniform Building Code, which is used widely throughout the
country and generally adopted on a state-by-state or district-by-district basis. The CBC has been modified for
California conditions with numerous more detailed and/or more stringent regulations.
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The state earthquake protection law (California Health and Safety Code Section 19100 et seq.) requires that
structures be designed to resist stresses produced by lateral forces caused by wind and earthquakes. Specific
minimum requirements for seismic safety and structural design are set forth in Chapter 16 of the CBC. The CBC
identifies seismic factors that must be considered in structural design.
Chapter 18 of the CBC regulates the excavation of foundations and retaining walls, and Appendix Chapter A33
regulates grading activities, including drainage and erosion control, and construction on unstable soils, such as
expansive soils and liquefaction areas.

CALIFORNIA SEISMIC HAZARDS MAPPING ACT
The California Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990 (Public Resources Code Sections 2690–2699.6) addresses
seismic hazards other than surface rupture, such as liquefaction and induced landslides. The Seismic Hazards
Mapping Act specifies that the lead agency for a project may withhold development permits until geologic or soils
investigations are conducted for specific sites and mitigation measures are incorporated into plans to reduce
hazards associated with seismicity and unstable soils.

ALQUIST-PRIOLO FAULT ZONING ACT
The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act (Public Resources Code Sections 2621–2630) was passed by the
California Legislature in 1972 to mitigate the hazard of surface faulting to structures. The main purpose of the act
is to prevent the construction of buildings used for human occupancy on the surface trace of active faults. The act
addresses only the hazard of surface fault rupture and is not directed toward other earthquake hazards. Local
agencies must regulate most development in fault zones established by the State Geologist. Before a project can
be permitted in a designated Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, cities and counties must require a geologic
investigation to demonstrate that proposed buildings would not be constructed across active faults.

ASBESTOS AIRBORNE TOXIC CONTROL MEASURE
The California Air Resources Board has promulgated an Asbestos Airborne Toxic Control Measure (AATCM)
for Construction, Grading, Quarrying, and Surface Mining Operations (California Code of Regulations Title 17,
Section 93105). In accordance with Section 39666(d) of the California Health and Safety Code, the AATCM
became enforceable by the air quality management districts (AQMDs) on November 19, 2002. Any person who
intends to commence construction and/or grading activities on more than 1 acre must submit an asbestos dust
mitigation plan for approval by the AQMD’s air pollution control officer before beginning any applicable
construction or grading activities. In general, the AATCM specifies that an asbestos dust mitigation plan must
include the following measures:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

measures for preventing vehicle track-out;
measures for wetting or covering of active storage piles;
controls for inactive disturbed areas and storage piles;
control of traffic on on-site unpaved roads, parking lots, and staging areas;
controls for earthmoving activities;
control of off-site transport;
post-construction stabilization measures;
ambient air monitoring, if required by the air pollution control officer, and reporting of any results; and
recordkeeping and reporting requirements.

See Chapter 9.0, “Air Quality,” for background on the potential for asbestos to occur in the project area, and the
projects compliance with the AATCM.
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5.2.3

LOCAL PLANS, POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND ORDINANCES

PLACER COUNTY GRADING ORDINANCE
The grading and erosion prevention ordinance of Placer County (referred to herein as the County Grading
Ordinance) (Article 15.48 of the County Code) regulates grading on property within the unincorporated area of
Placer County for the following purposes:
►

to safeguard life, limb, health, property, and public welfare;

►

to avoid pollution of watercourses with hazardous materials, nutrients, sediments, or other earthen materials
generated on or caused by surface runoff on or across the permit area; and

►

to ensure that the intended use of a graded site is consistent with the Placer County General Plan (General
Plan), any adopted specific plans, applicable County ordinances (e.g., the zoning ordinance, flood damage
prevention ordinance, and environmental review ordinance), and applicable chapters of the CBC.

PLACER COUNTY GENERAL PLAN
The following are the relevant goals and policies identified by the General Plan (Placer County 1994) for soils,
geology, and seismicity.
GOAL 8.A: To minimize the loss of life, injury, and property damage due to seismic and geological hazards.
►

Policy 8.A.1. The County shall require the preparation of a soils engineering and geologic-seismic analysis
prior to permitting development in areas prone to geological or seismic hazards (i.e., groundshaking,
landslides, liquefaction, critically expansive soils, avalanche).

►

Policy 8.A.4. The County shall ensure that areas of slope instability are adequately investigated and that any
development in these areas incorporates appropriate design provisions to prevent landsliding.

►

Policy 8.A.5. In landslide hazard areas, the County shall prohibit avoidable alteration of land in a manner that
could increase the hazard, including concentration of water through drainage, irrigation, or septic systems;
removal of vegetative cover; and steepening of slopes and undercutting the bases of slopes.

►

Policy 8.A.6. The County shall require the preparation of drainage plans for development in hillside areas that
direct runoff and drainage away from unstable slopes.

►

Policy 8.A.9. The County shall require that the location and/or design of any new buildings, facilities, or other
development in areas subject to earthquake activity minimize exposure to danger from fault rupture or creep.

►

Policy 8.A.10. The County shall require that new structures permitted in areas of high liquefaction potential
be sited, designed, and constructed to minimize the dangers from damage due to earthquake-induced
liquefaction.

►

Policy 8.A.11. The County shall limit development in areas of steep or unstable slopes to minimize hazards
caused by landslides or liquefaction.
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5.3
5.3.1

IMPACTS
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

Evaluation of potential impacts on soils, geology, and seismicity was based on a review of documents pertaining
to the project area, including the General Plan; field review of the project area; review of geologic maps; and
review of published and unpublished geologic literature. Impacts related to soils, geology, and seismicity that
would result from implementation of the proposed project have been identified by comparing existing data and
environmental information with proposed project features.

5.3.2

THRESHOLDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

CEQA THRESHOLDS
Based on the Placer County CEQA checklist and the State CEQA Guidelines, the proposed project would result in
a significant impact related to soils, geology, and seismicity if it would:
►

expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving:
•

rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the state geologist for the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known
fault;

•

strong seismic ground shaking;

•

seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction;

•

landslides;

►

result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil;

►

be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of the project,
and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse;

►

be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code, creating substantial
risk to life or property; or

►

have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal
systems, where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater.

ISSUES NOT ANALYZED FURTHER
The proposed project would have no impact associated with the following issues, and these issues will not be
analyzed further in this chapter:
►

Ground Failure/Liquefaction: The project area is underlain by consolidated metavolcanic and
metasedimentary rocks that are not susceptible to liquefaction. In addition, regional groundwater levels are
expected to be greater than 50 feet in depth. Therefore, the potential for liquefaction is low.

►

Subsidence and Lateral Spreading: Subsidence can result from tectonic deformations and seismically
induced settlements; consolidation, hydro-compaction, or rapid sedimentation of soil; oxidation or dewatering
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of organic-rich soils; and subsurface cavities. The potential for failure from lateral spreading is highest in
areas where there is a high groundwater table, where there are relatively soft and recent alluvial deposits, and
where creek banks are relatively high. The project area is underlain by consolidated metavolcanic and
metasedimentary rocks that are not susceptible to liquefaction. In addition, as mentioned above, regional
groundwater levels are expected to be greater than 50 feet in depth. Therefore, the risk of subsidence and
lateral spreading is low.
►

Tsunami: The potential for a tsunami in the project area is considered negligible because of the distance from
the ocean, where tsunamis originate.

►

Seiche: The potential for damaging seiches is considered very low to negligible because of the absence of a
deep, large, open body of water adjacent to or in the project area.

►

Expansive Soils: The soils in the project area have a low to moderate shrink-swell potential and are,
therefore, not expansive.

►

Mineral Resources: As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the proposed project would have no effect
on mineral resources because it would not result in the loss of any known mineral resources and would not
impede or interfere with mineral extraction operations, and because the project area is not delineated as a
locally important recovery site.

5.3.3

IMPACT ANALYSIS

IMPACT
5-1

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity—Construction- and Operation-Related Erosion Hazards. Based on
soil types and topography, the excavation and grading of soil in the project area could result in erosion
during project construction, particularly during periods of strong winds or storm events. In addition, use
and maintenance of the Park could result in erosion over time.

Significance

Potentially Significant

Mitigation
Proposed

Residual
Significance

Mitigation Measure 5-1: Obtain Authorization for Construction and Operation Activities from the Central
Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board and Implement Erosion and Sediment Control Measures as
Required
Less than Significant

Rock outcrop complexes located in the project area are characterized as having no erosion potential. However, the
various soil types (i.e., Auburn, Argonaut, Boomer, Sobrante) in the project area are characterized as having slight
to high erosion hazards. Construction activities associated with the new parking areas, new facilities and
structures, and new trail system would require excavation and grading of soil to install the necessary foundation
for these recreational facilities (i.e., trails, bridges, picnic areas). Cut and fill within the Park would generally be
balanced. Table 5-2 shows approximate grading amounts for each type of project facility. It is not anticipated that
large amounts of material would be either imported to the site or exported off-site. Road improvements along
Garden Bar Road (i.e., widening) would require grading to create a level foundation for lying new pavement and
potentially excavation of existing pavement. Some fill material may need to be imported for road improvements
to Garden Bar Road. The amount of material needed would be determined during the design stage for road
improvements. These excavation and grading activities could result in localized erosion during construction by
removing vegetative cover and exposing disturbed areas to wind and storm events.
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Specific to project area, proposed major buildings would be constructed in the facility development zone and
topography at the specific area identified for new buildings or structures is relatively flat and would not require
significant excavation for foundations.
Table 5-2
Soil Grading Amounts by Facility Type
Project Facility

Grading Amount (Cubic Yards)

Off-site Road Improvements
Widening and improvements along Garden Bar Road

3,000

Widening along access road (between Garden Bar Road and the Park entrance)

1,200

On-site Facilities
Western parking area

1,500

Construction and improvements in vicinity of ranch house

500

Trails

13,000

Didion parking area expansion

1,500

Total Grading

20,700

Natural surface trails would be constructed in a similar manner as those constructed in the Didion Ranch portion
of the Park. Soil generated by full-bench trail excavation would be side cast below the location of excavation
eliminating the need for soil export. Trail construction features would include grade reversals and outsloping, as
well as Best Management Practices (BMP’s) to prevent erosion, such as preservation of existing vegetative buffer,
rock-protected outfalls, and topical seeding/straw mulch application. These types of features have shown to be
effective in erosion prevention and trail stability at the Didion Ranch portion of the Park and would be
incorporated into new trail construction.
Grading activities would occur on steep slopes located along Coon Creek which could affect water quality of
Coon Creek. Grading activities at numerous locations adjacent to Garden Bar Road would also increase the
potential for wind erosion during project construction or water erosion during a storm event.
In addition, use of the trails and other facilities, and maintenance within the Park could cause long-term erosion.
The proposed trail system would be maintained as a natural-surface trail system that would increase the amount of
soil exposed to wind and water erosion, and use of the trails by hikers, bikers, and equestrians could cause some
long-term erosion. Regular maintenance in the Park in areas of exposed soil could also cause erosion during
operation of the Park.
Because the project has the potential to result in soil erosion from construction activities within the Park and
along Garden Bar Road and use and maintenance within the Park, this impact would be potentially significant.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 5-1 would reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
IMPACT
5-2

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity—Risks to People from Naturally Occurring Asbestos. Disturbance of
naturally occurring asbestos fibers could create a health hazard. The project area is located in an area
that is moderately likely to contain naturally occurring asbestos, and disturbance of soil during
construction could expose workers to asbestos.
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Significance
Mitigation
Proposed
Residual
Significance

Potentially Significant
Mitigation Measure 9-1 in Chapter 9.0, “Air Quality”: Conduct On-Site Soil Testing and Prepare and
Implement an Asbestos Dust Control Plan, If Needed
Less than Significant

According to the latest information available from the DOC, the project area is located in an area identified as
moderately likely to contain naturally occurring asbestos because of the metamorphic and igneous rocks found in
these areas that have chemical and/or physical characteristics that are favorable for the presence of naturally
occurring asbestos.
The most likely settings for naturally occurring asbestos in these areas are in fault zones and shear zones that
contain slivers of serpentinite and/or talc-chlorite schists. Small sheets and slivers of serpentinite too small to
show on geologic maps (some of them less than 1 foot thick) are widely distributed in shear zones in the Sierra
Nevada foothills. Also according to DOC, the project area is located in an area of faulting or shearing rock that
may locally increase the relative likelihood of the presence of naturally occurring asbestos (DOC 2006).
Because the project area is located in an area identified as potentially containing naturally occurring asbestos,
construction activities that involve soil disturbance (e.g., grading, excavation) for new facilities and structures
(e.g., roadways, trails, restrooms, bridges) could expose workers to increased health risks from inhaling dust that
contains asbestos. For this reason, this impact would be potentially significant.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 9-1 in Chapter 9.0, “Air Quality,” would reduce this impact to a less-thansignificant level.
IMPACT
5-3

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity—Risks to People and Structures Caused by Strong Seismic
Ground Shaking or Fault Rupture. The project area has the potential to be affected by shock waves
resulting from earthquakes in distant areas that display greater seismic activity. In addition, the Bear
Mountain Fault is located within 5 miles of the project area. Although all project facilities would be
designed and constructed in accordance with the current design requirements for the California Building
Code and the project area is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone, the project could
construct buildings or structures across an active fault.

Significance

Potentially Significant

Mitigation
Proposed
Residual
Significance

Mitigation Measure 5-2: Obtain and Implement Seismic Engineering Design Recommendations

Less than Significant

Four notable earthquakes have been reported in the northern Sierra Nevada, and the project area has the potential
to be affected by shock waves resulting from earthquakes in distant areas that display greater seismic activity
(e.g., the San Francisco Bay area). Therefore, the potential exists for earthquakes to occur in the project vicinity in
the future. In addition, the Bear Mountain fault is within 5 miles of the project area and is identified by USGS as
having “been active in the last 2 million years and is thought to pose a measurable hazard.” The exact location of
the Bear Mountain Fault is not known; however, according to documentation provided by DOC and USGS, the
Bear Mountain Fault is located within 5 miles of the project area. Although the exact location of the fault line is
EDAW
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not known, one of the buildings on-site would be used for human occupancy (i.e., a caretaker residence). The
intensity of ground shaking would depend on the magnitude of the earthquake, the distance from the epicenter,
and the duration of shaking. The damage sustained and the degree of hazard depend on the seismic hazards of
each specific site, the type of structure and its building materials, and construction quality.
The proposed project involves developing new recreational facilities, renovating existing buildings, and
constructing new buildings on-site. The potential exists for new buildings or structures could be located across a
fault trace or within 50 feet of such a trace (i.e., Bear Mountain fault). Because the Bear Mountain fault is
identified has being “active,” there is the potential for surface rupture to occur. Although all project-related
facilities and structures would be designed and constructed in accordance with the current design requirements for
the CBC and the project area is not located in an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone (PCWA 2007), the project
could construct buildings and/or structures across an active fault trace. Because the project could create a
substantial increased risk of injury or property damage from strong seismic ground shaking and/or fault rupture,
this impact would be potentially significant.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 5-2 would reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
IMPACT
5-4

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity—Risks to People and Structures Caused by Landslides. Although
stable slope conditions and drainage patterns may change with site alterations (e.g., cuts, fills) associated
with construction of recreation facilities in the Park, field review of the project area identified no areas of
shallow slope instability and/or small landslide areas. Therefore, the risk of a landslide is considered low.

Significance

Less than Significant

Mitigation
Proposed
Residual
Significance

None Warranted

Less than Significant

Topographic maps of the project area show steep slopes along Coon Creek and along smaller valleys and gullies
located in other currently inaccessible portions of the proposed Park. Transects taken for portions of Coon Creek
show slopes reaching 50% gradient. Construction activities could affect steep slopes within the project area as a
result of constructing new bridges, roadways, or trails and currently stable conditions could be changed by slope
alterations (e.g., cuts, fills). Slope alterations required to construct new facilities or structures could also result in
removing existing ground vegetation that could be needed to stabilize steep slopes.
The project proposes to construct new trails and bridges across Coon Creek; however, construction in areas with
steep slopes would be avoided. In addition, road improvements along Garden Bar Road (i.e., widening) would
require grading to create a level foundation for lying new pavement and potentially excavation of existing
pavement. Several portions of Garden Bar Road are located adjacent to steep slopes. Similar to construction of
new trails, construction in areas along Garden Bar Road with steep slopes would be avoided, if possible. In
addition, soils in the project area are identified as being well-drained, and field review of the project area,
including along Garden Bar Road, identified no areas of shallow slope instability or small landslide areas.
Because construction on steep slopes would be avoided and no areas of shallow slope instability have been
identified, this impact would be less than significant.
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IMPACT
5-5

Soils, Geology, and Seismicity—Limited Ability for Soils to Support Operation of a Wastewater
Disposal System. Soils in the project area are identified by USGS as having limitations for the use of
septic tanks. However, on-site soil testing for the project has confirmed soils capable of supporting a
conventional septic system.

Significance

Less than Significant

Mitigation
Proposed
Residual
Significance

None Warranted

Less than Significant

The project would include the construction and operation of a septic system to dispose of effluent generated by
on-site restroom facilities and visitor structures (e.g., nature center, caretaker facility). The septic system would be
located in the southwest portion of the Park within the facility development zone.
Soil data provided by USGS indicate limitations of project area soils to support the use of septic system
absorption fields where effluent from a septic tank is distributed into the soil through subsurface or perforated
pipe (USGS 2007). However, on-site soil testing completed as part of the project indicated soils in the southwest
portion of the Park are capable of supporting a conventional septic system that would be sized to accommodate
maximum daily use. Reservaiton-based events would be reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if
adequate capacity exists. The proposed septic system would be designed to have a 5-foot separation to
groundwater or impermeable layer for leach lines, 150-foot setback from any public wells, and 100-foot setback
from any creeks to meet Central Valley Regional Water Control Board (RWQCB) and Placer County
Environmental Health Division standards (Placer County 2006). Because on-site soils are capable of
accommodating a conventional septic system and the system would be designed to meet RWQCB and
Environmental Health Division standards, this impact would be less than significant.

5.4

MITIGATION MEASURES

Mitigation Measure 5-1: Obtain Authorization for Construction and Operation Activities with the Central Valley
Regional Water Quality Control Board and Implement Erosion and Sediment Control Measures as Required.
Mitigation Measure 5-1 applies to Impact 5-1.
A: Implement Stormwater BMPs.
Water quality BMPs shall be designed according to the Stormwater Best Management Practice Handbooks for
Construction, for New Development and Redevelopment (CSQA 2003).
Storm drainage from on- and off-site impervious surfaces (including roads) shall be collected and routed through
specially designed catch basins, vegetated swales, vaults, infiltration basins, water quality basins, or filters for
entrapment of sediment, debris and oils/greases, and other identified pollutants, as approved by the County. BMPs
shall be designed at a minimum in accordance with the Guidance Document for Volume and Flow-Based Sizing of
Permanent Post-Construction Best Management Practices for Stormwater Quality Protection (Placer Regional
Stormwater Coordination Group 2005).
No water quality facility construction shall be permitted within any identified wetlands area, floodplain, or rightof-way, except as authorized by appropriate regulatory authorities.
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All BMPs shall be maintained as required to ensure effectiveness.
B: Obtain RWQCB Permit and Implement Construction BMPs.
Projects with ground disturbance exceeding 1 acre that are subject to construction storm water quality permit
requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program shall obtain such permit
from the Regional Water Quality Control Board and shall obtain evidence of a state-issued Waste Discharge
Identification number or filing of a Notice of Intent and fees prior to start of construction.
This project is located within the area covered by the County’s municipal stormwater quality permit, pursuant to
the NPDES Phase II program. Project-related storm water discharges are subject to all applicable requirements of
said permit. BMPs shall be designed to mitigate (minimize, infiltrate, filter, or treat) storm water runoff in
accordance with “Attachment 4” of Placer County’s NPDES Municipal Stormwater Permit (State Water
Resources Control Board NPDES General Permit No. CAS000004).
Construction (temporary) BMPs for the project include, but are not limited to:
►

Use temporary mulching, seeding, or other suitable stabilization measures to protect uncovered soils;

►

Store materials and equipment to ensure that spills or leaks cannot enter the storm drain system or surface
water;

►

Use water for dust control;

►

Construct sediment control basins;

►

Regular sweeping of entry and exit areas to minimize off-site sediment transport;

►

Install traps, filters, or other devices at drop inlets to prevent contaminants from entering storm drains; and

►

Use barriers, such as straw bales, perimeter silt fences, or placement of hay bales, to minimize the amount of
uncontrolled runoff that could enter drains or surface water.

C: Implement Post-Development BMPs.
Post-development (permanent) BMPs for the project include, but are not limited to:
►

The project will have an effective system of erosion and sedimentation control, consisting of vegetative and
structural measures and management practices, to reduce the damage of erosion and costly clean-up
procedures.

►

Following trail construction, wattles/fiber rolls and/or gravel-filled bags will remain in place until permanent
stabilization measures have proven successful.

►

For the duration of the project, storm drainage within ditch systems associated with switchback construction
will have stabilized ditch protection. This will consist of filter fabric, mulch, or a 3-inch gravel base.

►

Plan development to fit the particular topography, soils, waterways, and natural vegetation of the site, to avoid
the creation of erosion problems on the site.

►

Reduce erosion hazards and runoff volumes and velocity by limiting the length and steepness of slopes.
Slopes subject to erosion should not be steeper than 2:1 horizontal to vertical.
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►

Break up long steep slopes by benching, terracing, or diversion structures.

►

Use existing vegetation to control erosion to (a) shield the soil surface from rain, (b) increase infiltration, (c)
reduce velocity of runoff and (d) hold soil in place and act as a filter.

►

Time the project so that grading and construction occur during the normal dry season to the extent feasible.

►

The County shall also consult with the RWQCB to acquire the appropriate regulatory approvals that may be
necessary to obtain Section 401 water quality certification.

Mitigation Measure 5-2: Obtain and Implement Seismic Engineering Design Recommendations.
Mitigation Measure 5-2 applies to Impact 5-3.
a. Prior to issuance of grading permits, the applicant shall obtain the services of a qualified, licensed geotechnical
engineer to examine for traces of the Bear Mountain fault within the project area. If traces of the Bear Mountain
fault cross the project area, a qualified, licensed geotechnical engineer shall develop engineering design
recommendations for the project area. The recommendations shall include calculation of seismic shaking
hazards using the appropriate computer modeling software, and shall include specific structural design
recommendations to minimize potential damage to buildings and structures from seismic events. The
recommendations shall also include an examination of the traces of the Bear Mountain fault system within the
project area, including surface reconnaissance, and shall make recommendations for building foundation and
infrastructure design accordingly. All appropriate design recommendations shall be implemented during the
project design and construction phases.
b. No structures intended for human occupancy shall be constructed within a 100-foot-wide no building zone over
the Bear Mountain fault traces. However, following completion of the seismic study required in (a) above, the
no building zone may be modified if recommended by the geotechnical engineer.
c. Prior to issuance of grading permits, the County shall obtain the services of a qualified, licensed geotechnical
engineer to prepare a comprehensive final geotechnical report for the entire project area with specific design
recommendations sufficient to ensure the safety of soil conditions, project structures, and site occupants. The
report shall include project design and construction recommendations to address:
•

Site preparation and grading, including surface and subsurface prep work, engineered fill materials, fill
placement and compaction, trench backfill, and surface drainage;

•

Foundation requirements specific to the location of each component of the proposed project;

•

Concrete slabs-on-grade, both interior and exterior;

•

Retaining and below grade walls; and

•

Pavements.

The seismic engineering design recommendations shall be incorporated into the project design. The County shall
insure adequate field inspection during construction.
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